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Abstract

15

The relationship between crystallization process and opto-electronic properties of silicon quantum

16

dots (Si QDs) synthesized by atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) is studied in this work. The

17

synthesis of Si QDs is carried out flowing silane as gas precursor in a plasma confined to a

18

submillimeter space. Experimental conditions are adjusted to propitiate the crystallization of the

19

Si QDs and produce QDs with both an amorphous and a crystalline character. In all the cases, Si

20

QDs present a well-defined particle mean size in the range of 1.5-5.5 nm. Si QDs present optical

21

bandgaps between 2.3 eV and 2.5 eV, which are affected by quantum confinement. Plasma

22

parameters evaluated using optical emission spectroscopy are then used as inputs for a collisional

23

plasma model, whose calculations yield the surface temperature of the Si QDs within the plasma,

24

justifying the crystallization behavior for certain experimental conditions. We measure the

25

ultraviolet-visible optical properties and electronic properties through various techniques, build

26

an energy level diagram for the valence electrons region as a function of the crystallinity of the

27

QDs and finally discuss the integration of these as active layers of all-inorganic solar cells.
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30

The unique properties of silicon quantum dots (QDs) have attracted great attention in numerous

31

fields of science such as photonics, photovoltaics, electronics or biomedicine [1-5] for the unique

32

interplay between quantum effects, surface states and direct/indirect transition dynamics and their

33

biocompatibility [6-8]. Over the last decade, the focus has been on crystalline Si QDs [9-14], and

34

the efforts made on the study of amorphous Si QDs have been very limited [15-18] due to the

35

difficulty of preserving the individual character of the QDs. Nonetheless, both phases present

36

distinguished and remarkable features. Amorphous silicon thin films often offer better transport

37

properties due to enhanced structural disorder preventing radiative recombination [19] and

38

tunability of their optical absorption edge by controlling hydrogen content [16]. At the nanoscale,

39

QDs can provide added functionalities not available from bulk silicon for amorphous and

40

crystalline Si, in combination with other nanoscale properties (surface-to-volume ratio, surface

41

chemistries, etc.). The synthesis of Si QDs by low-pressure plasma has been the focus of extended

42

research work that has revealed the benefits of plasma processes for nanomaterials synthesis [20-

43

23]. Non-thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure offer beneficial and complementary features

44

but have received limited attention.

45

Atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) present great versatility for the production and

46

treatment of nanomaterials [24, 25] for they allow flexible design and easy integrability. Also, at

47

this pressure, ion collisions with the surface of nanoparticles are responsible for particle heating

48

above the background gas temperature, allowing a controlled crystallization [14] by carefully

49

tuning the synthesis conditions. We have previously studied the synthesis and materials properties

50

of crystalline and amorphous silicon QDs, separately, by atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs)

51

[16, 26, 27]. Our approach produced Si QDs with well-defined particle size and with observable

52

quantum confinement effects.

53
54

Herein, we present an experimental and theoretical investigation of the Si QDs phase transition
in APPs, comparing the plasma conditions leading to or preventing crystallization.

55

We then perform various measurements on selected samples to assess the energy band diagrams

56

and derive the relationships between structural features and opto-electronic properties in function

57

of synthesis conditions. In this context we use different measurements techniques to build an

58

energy level diagram of near-gap electron states, and critically compare methods and results. This

59

approach is important for implementing nanomaterials in real world applications.

60

Finally, we test the applicability of our Si QDs integrating them as active layers in all-inorganic

61

solar cells. While these devices still present very low efficiencies, here we demonstrate the

62

viability of APP processes to be used in the manufacturing of next generation photovoltaics.

63
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2. Experimental details

65

The plasma reactor used for the synthesis of Si QDs operates in a parallel electrode

66

configuration at atmospheric pressure (760 Torr). A schematic diagram of the system is depicted

67

in Figure S1 of supporting information. The plasma is generated inside a rectangular glass tube

68

with a 0.5 mm gap and 0.3 mm of wall thickness. Radio frequency (RF) power at 13.56 MHz and

69

120 W is applied through a matching unit and to two rectangular copper electrodes with a section

70

of 20 mm x 5 mm.

71

Argon and hydrogen are supplied as background gases, while silane (SiH4) is used as Si

72

precursor varying its concentration between 50 ppm and 200 ppm. The flows of Ar and H2 are set

73

to 810-840 sccm and 150 sccm respectively, in order to keep concentrations of 99.7% and 0.3%

74

approximately at a fixed total flow of 1 sLm. The plasma setup is accessorized with a two-axis

75

stage and it is possible to directly deposit Si QDs on a substrate and form homogeneous films

76

[26]. The plasma conditions are characterized using optical emission spectroscopy. The

77

equipment used to acquire the emission spectra is an Ocean Optics HR4000CG UV-NIR

78

spectrometer (range 194-1122 nm) coupled with a 50 µm optic fiber. These measurements are

79

carried out locating one end of the optic fiber perpendicular to the plasma 10 mm away.

80

Silicon QDs are characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a JEOL

81

JEM-2100F microscope. The TEM analysis includes bright-field imaging to observe the

82

morphology of the QDs and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) to characterize their

83

crystallinity. For TEM, the QDs are collected directly in vials containing ethanol and then drop

84

casted onto an ultrathin carbon grid (Agar Scientific). Chemical analysis is performed using

85

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) core

86

levels measurements. The FTIR is a Nicolet iS5 from Thermo Scientific equipped with an

87

attenuated total reflectance (ATR) iD5 accessory. XPS and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

88

(UPS) measurements were performed using an ESCALAB 250 Xi microprobe spectrometer

89

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK), equipped with an X-ray and UV source. XPS analysis was carried

90

out with a focused XR6 monochromatic, micro-focused AlK (h=1486.6 eV, <900 m spot sizes)

91

radiation source with a hemispherical energy analyzer. The binding energy was calibrated against

92

the Pt4f peak taken to be located at 72.1 eV with a pass energy of 150 eV. XPS measurements

93

were carried at a pressure 1-5 ×10-9 mbar. The valence band spectra were collected with a 20 eV

94

pass energy. Optical absorption is obtained using a Perkin-Elmer 650S ultraviolet-visible (UV-

95

Vis) spectrometer equipped with a 150 mm integrating sphere. For UV-Vis characterization, Si

96

QDs were deposited on a quartz substrate forming a homogeneous film. For valence electron

97

analysis XPS in the valence region, UPS and a Kelvin Probe were used. UPS spectra were

98

collected with a UV source energy He(I) (h = 21.22 eV) at a pressure of approximately 5.5 ×

99

10-8 mbar, with 2 eV pass energy. A negative bias of 10 V was applied to the sample to shift the
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100

spectra from the spectrometer threshold. The energy resolution was around 100 meV. The

101

Kelvin probe (KP technologies APS04) is operated in atmosphere with a 2 mm gold
tip,
DOI:alloy
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102

after calibrating the tip work function against a sputtered Au thin film (WAu = 4.69 ± 0.05 eV, Wtip

103

= 4.4 ± 0.1 eV). Additionally, the Kelvin probe (KP) setup is equipped with a surface photovoltage

104

module which measures the surface contact potential difference (CPD) induced by a

105

monochromated white light source and an air photoemission module (APS), which uses a

106

deuterium lamp source (Δλ=1 nm) to induce photoemission of electrons from the samples. For

107

XPS, UPS and KP samples are directly deposited to form a film of QDs on an ITO-coated glass

108

(150 nm, 15 Ω/sq. VisionTek) in order to have good electrical contact with the stubs. The

109

characterization of all the samples was carried out within 1 hour after the synthesis to limit the

110

effect oxidation [26].

View Article Online

111
112

3. Results and Discussion

113

3.1 Structural and chemical characterization

114

TEM results show that well-separated Si particles are produced for all values of precursor

115

concentration introduced into the plasma (Figure S1 in supporting information). However, high

116

resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images reveal major differences between the particles depending on

117

the precursor concentration. In particular, high silane concentrations (150-200 ppm) lead to the

118

production of amorphous particles, while with low concentrations (50 ppm) crystalline particles

119

are obtained (Figure 1). As an example, figure 1a-b displays HR-TEM of a crystalline QD

120

synthesized using a SiH4 concentration of 50 ppm and an amorphous QD produced with 200 ppm

121

of the precursor, respectively. In Figure 1a, the particle exhibits fringes with spacing of 0.17 nm

122

that corresponds to the (311) plane of the silicon crystalline lattice. More detailed evidence of the

123

crystalline or amorphous character of the Si QDs is obtained using SAED. Figure 1c-d show

124

SAED patterns for the two extreme conditions of precursor concentration considered (50 ppm and

125

200 ppm). The crystallinity of the Si QDs produced using low SiH4 concentration, results in the

126

observation of sharp spots that together form well-defined rings in the SAED pattern (figure 1c).

127

The spots detected in the diffractogram match well with crystalline planes corresponding to the

128

diamond lattice of silicon (see Figure S2 of the supporting information). On the other hand, a high

129

concentration of precursor (150-200 ppm) results in faded diffuse rings in the SAED pattern that

130

can be attributed to their amorphous character (Figure 1d). The conditions described above

131

illustrate how our APP system is capable of producing highly crystalline QDs or purely

132

amorphous QDs by controlling, in this case, the silicon precursor concentration. These results are

133

in agreement with previous results published elsewhere [14, 16]. Hence, it is possible to adjust

134

from crystalline Si QDs production with low precursor concentration in the plasma (≤ 50 ppm),
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135

to amorphous Si QDs with high concentrations (≥ 150 ppm). For intermediate conditions the

136

situation exhibits significant differences. TEM analysis of samples prepared using DOI:
10010.1039/C9FD00103D
ppm of

137

SiH4 concentration showed that within the particle size distribution, only the smallest (< 2 nm)

138

particles exhibited crystalline character, while larger particles were amorphous. Thus, at these

139

conditions both crystalline and amorphous particles can be generated simultaneously. To further

140

understand the mechanism that makes possible the crystallization process of QDs inside the

141

plasma region, a collision-corrected model (CCM) has been used and the results are described

142

below. Regarding the particle size analysis, low magnification TEM images have been used,

143

counting over 500 QDs for each of the conditions. The TEM micrographs used for the calculations

144

and the particle size histograms are included in figure S3 of the supporting information. The

145

overall results are presented in figure 1e, showing the mean value and the standard deviation

146

(these were obtained by fitting a log-normal distribution) of the QD size for various precursor

147

concentrations, indicating the crystalline or amorphous character with red and blue color

148

respectively. In the graph it is possible to observe that increasing the concentration of precursor

149

in the plasma leads to the production of QDs with larger in size, with mean diameters varying

150

from 1.7 nm to 3.6 nm. At the same time, the size dispersion also increases starting with a value

151

of 0.6 nm for 50 ppm of SiH4 and reaching a value of 1.8 nm for 200 ppm of SiH4.

View Article Online

152

XPS technique has been used to characterize chemically the Si QDs produced for the different

153

experimental conditions. The photoelectron spectra in the Si 2p region are shown in Figure 2a,

154

along with a deconvolution of the peaks in the different oxidation states of Si. We can observe

155

that only the crystalline samples show a higher binding energy shoulder which can be readily

156

associated with limited oxidation. On the contrary, samples which have a least a fraction of

157

amorphous particles do not show this feature.

158

Further details on the chemical composition of the Si QDs were produced by FTIR analysis.

159

Figure 2b displays the FTIR spectra of Si QDs produced using the indicated SiH4 concentration

160

in the plasma. In the two selected regions of the infrared spectrum shown in figure 2b, it is possible

161

to observe the vibrations that correspond to Si-O and Si-Hx bonds. In particular, the absorption

162

band at ~1075 cm-1 associated to Si-O-Si stretching modes is shown. This peak has very strong

163

absorption cross section and therefore the low absorbance (lower than the Si-Hx peaks) is evidence

164

of a small level of oxidation even after exposure to atmosphere. Instead, the peaks at 783 cm-1,

165

862 cm-1, 902 cm-1 and 2139 cm-1 are associated with the Si-H3 bending, symmetric deformation,

166

degenerate deformation and stretching mode, respectively [28,29]. The intensity of these peaks

167

becomes significant for Si QDs synthesized using high precursor concentration (200 ppm) which

168

correspond to amorphous samples, while it is negligible for lower concentrations when particles

169

are crystalline. This suggests that when the synthesis is carried out using a silane concentration

170

above 100 ppm, i.e. whenever some amorphous material is present, particles become partially

171

hydrogenated possibly due to hydrogen incorporation within the QDs [16].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

173
174
175
176
177
178
179

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization of the Si quantum dots
(QDs). High resolution TEM of (a) a crystalline and (b) amorphous Si QD. (c) – (d) Selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of a) crystalline and b) amorphous Si QDs. (e) Mean particle
size (dots) and standard deviation (bars) of the Si QDs as a function of the precursor
concentration used; blue and red lines denote respectively the crystalline or amorphous character
of the QDs within the size distribution.
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(a)

(b)
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180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

Figure 2 – (a) Deconvolution of XPS Si2p signal into components relative to the different
oxidation state of Si atoms, reflecting and increased amount of Si-O bonds with different
coordinations for the sample with crystalline nanoparticles. (b) Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra of Si QDs for the different precursor concentrations indicated. The dashed line
indicates vibrational transitions at 783 cm-1, 862 cm-1, 902 cm-1 and 2139 cm-1 wavenumbers and
are associated with the Si-H3 bending, symmetric deformation, degenerate deformation and
stretching mode, respectively and a Si-O-Si absorption band at 1075 cm-1 .

189

We already reported the stability of Si nanocrystals through FTIR measurements in a previous

190

study [26] over a period of 30 days and concluded that these nanocrystals, while being H-

191

terminated, tend to oxidize through a backbond oxidation process starting from water (e.g. from

192

humidity in air) condensation on the surface. However, this process is slow and self-limited

193

particularly when the QDs are deposited in films. Interestingly the amorphous particles seem to

194

be protected from oxidation at least in the first stages of exposure to atmosphere (<1 h) and within

195

the volume scoped by the XPS, a fact that could be ascribed to the different kinetics of oxidation

196

within amorphous particles [30,31] or due to the higher H concentration and the ability of

197

hydrogen to passivate dangling bonds more evenly than in the crystalline case. The degree of

198

hydrogenation therefore seems to be important both in the oxidation process as well as at some

199

level determining the phase of the QDs.

200

The XPS instrument also allows the acquisition of reflection electron energy loss spectra using

201

the flood gun as an electron source. This technique can be used to easily ascertain qualitatively

202

the presence of incorporated hydrogen within a sample, via an energy loss feature which sits

203

around 1.8 eV from the zero-loss peak. In our case we observe a (Figure S4, supporting

204

information) distinguishable peak for the conditions in which we obtain amorphous particles (100

205

ppm and 200 ppm) of SiH4. We believe that at these conditions the level of hydrogenation is

206

higher than in the other cases. When the QDs are crystalline (50 ppm) the presence of hydrogen

207

is limited at the surface and for this reason the hydrogen reflection signal is essentially absent.

208

3.2 Formation mechanisms leading to the synthesis of Si QDs
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We used a model to calculate the temperature at the surface of the Si QDs (Tp) during the

210

synthesis process within the APP (see section S6 in Supporting Information). FigureDOI:
3 10.1039/C9FD00103D
presents

211

the estimated values of Tp corresponding to our synthesis conditions (black, red, green and blue

212

squares); in the same graph we also plot the experimental crystallization temperature (CT, grey

213

points) of Si QDs from the literature [32]. The CT divides the graph in two regions: particles with

214

a temperature below the CT are expected to be amorphous (blue region in figure 3) while particles

215

with a temperature above the CT are expected to present a crystalline character (orange region in

216

Figure 3). Due to the intrinsic difficulty for measuring these values, it is not possible to define a

217

sharp CT line to separate the two states [32]. Instead, a transition region represented by a white

218

band can be defined (see Figure 3). It is possible to observe that for low SiH4 concentrations (50

219

ppm, black squares) the data points are all located entirely on the crystalline side of the graph.

220

This result clearly agrees with the experimental evidence reported in figure 1, that is, the

221

formation of purely crystalline Si QDs. For high precursor concentrations (> 100 ppm) the

222

opposite situation is observed. In this case, Tp is mainly located in the amorphous region with

223

only the smallest, and less numerous, particles near the crystallization band. This is again in

224

agreement with experimental data of Figure 1, where amorphous particles were observed for these

225

conditions. The inability to produce a sufficiently high QD temperature for the crystallization of

226

the Si QDs under these conditions can be partly attributed to the lower energetic plasma conditions

227

(see Figure S5) but also to the larger particle size produced. At intermediate SiH4 flow (100 ppm),

228

only the smallest particles are located on the crystalline side and the rest lay on the crystallization

229

band as indeed confirmed in our QDs characterization (Figure 1). These results provide theoretical

230

justification to the experimental observations since only particles smaller than 2 nm were found

231

to be crystalline for this intermediate condition.

232

3.3 Valence band, Fermi level and bandgap measurements

View Article Online

233

The functional properties of semiconductors, in particular for energy applications, depend on

234

the electronic structure and how the energy band parameters align with other application device

235

components. We therefore perform here the experimental evaluation of energy band diagram

236

(EBD) parameters such as valence/conduction band edges, Fermi level and bandgap for our

237

samples. All measurements are therefore conducted on films of QDs deposited on solid substrates.

238

Firstly, we focus on the valence band maximum (VBM) and Fermi level; in the next section we

239

will complement these results with bandgap measurements to produce the EBD of both crystalline

240

and amorphous QDs. To evaluate the electron energy levels near the valence band region and

241

Fermi levels, we combined and compared results from different measurement techniques which

242

offer different features, whose results are reported in Table 1.
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243
244
245
246
247

Figure 3. Particle temperature calculated using the collision-corrected model (CCM) for the
different concentration of precursor introduced in the plasma and experimental crystallization
temperature from reference [32]. The temperature has been calculated for the particle size
distribution obtained for each condition. The crystallization temperature divides the graph in
crystalline (orange) and amorphous (blue) regions.

248
Fermi Level / eV

VBM / eV

Eg / eV

Sample

EF-Kp

EF-UPS

VBMUPS

VBMXPS

VBMAPS

Eg-UVVIS

50 ppm

- 6.0 ±0.1

- 4.7 ±0.1

-5.9 ±0.1

-6.3 ±0.6

-5.7 ±0.2

2.47 ±0.07

100 ppm

- 4.0 ±0.1

- 4.3 ±0.1

-6.2 ±0.1

-6.4 ±0.6

-6.1 ±0.2

2.6 ±0.1

200 ppm

- 3.9 ±0.1

- 3.5 ±0.1

-5.7 ±0.1

-5.8 ±0.6

-5.8 ± 0.3

2.3 ±0.1

249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

Table 1 - Fermi levels determined from Kelvin probe (EF-Kp) and UPS (EF-UPS) measurements with
corresponding errors. For the Kelvin probe measurement, the error corresponds to std. deviation
measurements within the scoped area and for the UPS measurement it is mostly due to the
spectrometer energy resolution. VBM values determined from UPS (VBMUPS) and APS (VBMAPS)
with corresponding errors are also reported. VBMXPS was calculated from XPS measurements
and the Fermi levels produced by UPS. Errors correspond to energy resolution for UPS and XPS,
and for APS a rms sum of std. deviation relative to the fit. Energy bandgaps obtained through
Tauc plots of transmittance and reflectance measurements, assuming an indirect bandgap
functional dependence between absorption coefficient and light energy. Errors are a rms sum of
errors from fitting and uncertainty due to the light source instabilities.
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UPS can be used to obtain the absolute value of the Fermi Level of a semiconductor as well as

261

the VBM. UPS measurements produce a cut-off energy (Ecut-off) and an on-set energy
(Eon-set),
DOI: 10.1039/C9FD00103D

262

which relate to the binding energy of electrons originating from the deepest levels of the material

263

(ionized by the He-I source, hν = 21.22 eV) and from the valence band region, respectively (Figure

264

4a). We should note that the UPS signal is referenced to the Fermi level of the semiconductor

265

material under analysis. Therefore, the Fermi level can be extracted from the difference between

266

Ecut-off and the energy of the He-I photons, i.e. EF-UPS = Ecut-off - 21.22 eV (see Table 1). The VBM

267

is calculated also from the UPS measurements where VBMUPS = EF-UPS - Eon-set (Table 1).

268
269

View Article Online

Fermi level values obtained with the Kelvin Probe show the same trend as the ones obtained by
UPS, even though the values are different, and in one case (50 ppm) particularly higher.

270

Meanwhile XPS produces the difference between the Fermi level and the VBM (Figure 4b). In

271

order to determine the values of the VBM reported in Table 1, we have used the Fermi levels

272

obtained by UPS (also in Table 1). Finally, the APS technique is similar in principle to the lower

273

energy range of the UPS, but it is operated in atmosphere and the source is a deuterium lamp,

274

which is not able to reach a cut-off in the photoemitted electrons. From the APS signal it is

275

possible to extract an absolute value of VBM (See supporting information section S9).

276

(a)

277
278

(b)

Figure 4 – (a) UPS spectra for the three different samples showing both cut-off and on-set values.
(b) XPS valence band spectra showing the difference between VBM and Fermi level.

279
280

All the values summarized in Table 1 are also reported in Figure 5. The comparison shows that

281

discrepancies from different measurements do exist, which in most cases are within measurement

282

errors. Differences even above 0.1 eV can be significant for applications, however we should note

283

that the literature seldomly reports a comparison of different measurement techniques and as such

284

our results highlight and underline the difficulties and limitations of current and available

285

measurement methods.
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With the exception for one of the measurements, the Fermi levels show similar values and

287

exhibit the same trend, i.e. the Fermi energy becoming smaller with the particles DOI:
going
from
10.1039/C9FD00103D

288

crystalline to amorphous (Figure 5a). The value of the Fermi level for the crystalline QDs (50

289

ppm) stands out and emphasizes the strong surface sensitivity of the KP technique (1-3

290

monolayers); while stray capacitance originating from inhomogeneities in the film can also

291

impact the measurement, we tentatively ascribe this very large value of the Fermi level to the

292

impact of even minor surface oxidation. The VBM values also show similar trends (Figure 5b)

293

with differences that can be justified by measurement errors, with the exception of the VBM

294

values of crystalline QDs (50 ppm) measured by XPS, which may be due to difficulties in

295

extracting a good and reliable fit to the x-axis due to the limited resolution. A critical evaluation

296

of the capabilities of each technique is therefore needed in order to choose which approach is

297

most suitable and reliable in this specific case.

View Article Online

298

UPS measurements are implicitly limited by the general mechanism involved in the

299

photoemission as the light interacting with the sample induces a surface dipole which complicate

300

the evaluation of the Fermi level and VBM values, especially in conductive or highly doped

301

samples [33]. In our case we assume that our samples are not developing a particularly strong

302

surface dipole, since we do not expect the samples to be highly conductive. However, the UPS

303

signal strength rely on the high photoemission yield, the narrow energy resolution achievable and

304

the ability to scope only the occupied electron states of the very top surface of a solid (2-3 nm).

305

Instead XPS in the valence band region suffers from moderate energy resolution, lower yields and

306

the absence of an energy cut-off which does not permit to obtain values relative to the vacuum

307

level and generally scopes a “deeper” region beneath the surface (5-10 nm) [34]. Both techniques

308

though are operated in high vacuum, which can help preserving the state of surfaces.

309

KP and associated APS operated in atmosphere are instead subject to surface dipoles and

310

surface chemistry induced by environmental adsorbates which can easily shift the values up to

311

few eV raising or lowering the barriers felt by electrons escaping the material or even induce

312

completely new energy levels, especially in the valence electrons region. These may be

313

considered as systematic errors in the values, which cannot be accounted for if there is not a

314

rigorous knowledge of the surface chemistry. While they are mostly useful for characterizing

315

surfaces which will be exposed to atmosphere (e.g. for corrosion studies) they also have

316

advantages of being cheap, easy and fast techniques. In addition, KP measurements are not

317

affected by light-induced dipoles. However, APS operates in atmosphere and photoelectrons

318

experience different electrostatic environment as higher or lower potential barriers when escaping

319

from the material’s surface.

320
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(b)
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(c)

321
322
323
324
325
326
327

Figure 5 – (a) Comparison of Fermi level measured with Kelvin Probe and UPS. (b) Comparison
of VBM values measured (UPS, APS) and calculated (XPS) with different techniques, error bars
are omitted for clarity and can be found in table 1. (c) Energy band diagrams obtained combining
UPS values for Fermi level and VBM, and energy bandgaps through Tauc plots for the extreme
cases 50 ppm and 200 ppm of Silane, which correspond to the smallest (<r>=1.8 nm) all
crystalline particles and the biggest (<r>=3.6 nm) all-amorphous ones.

328
329

These conditions depend on the atmospheric species and can change substantially with ambient

330

temperature and humidity. In other words, while UPS and XPS are referenced to a potential

331

energy of the ultra-high vacuum in the XPS chamber, the APS values are referenced to the
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332

electrostatic potential at the atmospheric conditions at the time of measurements [35]. It is clear

333

that various techniques can be used for the determination of VBM and Fermi levels, however
care
DOI: 10.1039/C9FD00103D

334

should be taken in the selection of the most appropriate technique.

View Article Online

335

UV-Vis transmission and reflectance spectra were acquired for Si QDs. In all the cases, Si QDs

336

exhibit continuous and relatively featureless optical characteristics. Transmission and reflectance

337

measurements can be used to determine the bandgap of the Si QDs. A full description of the

338

bandgap determination can be found in the supporting information (section S7), which were

339

calculated using Tauc plots with a 1/2 coefficient corresponding to an indirect bandgap [36]. A

340

similar argument holds for amorphous silicon particles, for which the joint optical density of states

341

is modeled by a square law [37,38]. For low precursor concentrations (50 ppm), QDs present a

342

bandgap of roughly 2.5 eV (see Table 1) and as previously observed (Figure 1e) these

343

experimental conditions generate crystalline particles. This value is consistent with H-terminated

344

Si-QDs in the size range reported (1.8 nm). However, for SiH4 concentrations greater than 100

345

ppm, value at which we start to observe amorphous particles (Figure 1e), the bandgap (more

346

rigorously mobility gap) tends to a value of about 2.3-2.5 eV, which is consistent with the

347

expected value for amorphous Si [39]. The bulk bandgap of amorphous silicon is reported in the

348

wide range 1.6-1.97 eV, a condition that strongly depends on the content of hydrogen and on the

349

degree of structural disorder introducing or relieving stress components. The relative importance

350

of the two mechanisms is still debated [40-42]. The higher values in respect to bulk counterparts

351

may be ascribed to quantum confinement effects, given the small particle size that we obtained.

352

This fact could be explained by an increased content of hydrogen which has been found with the

353

REELS spectrum (Figure S4 in supporting information). The 200 ppm Silane samples, which

354

resulted in the biggest amorphous-only particles, additionally shows a long absorption tail to sub-

355

bandgap energies that may be due to unsaturated bonds, ultimately acting as shallow dopant

356

levels.

357

The surface photovoltage module in the KP can detect small amounts of photoinduced charge

358

on a sample surface. The ability to build charge on the surface depends both on the light-induced

359

bending of energy levels due to surface states, that results either in charge accumulation or

360

depletion, and charge carriers mobilities [43]. We observe a detectable photovoltage only in the

361

samples with amorphous particles (see Figure S8 in supporting information). The threshold in

362

energy for the appearance of a photovoltage shows similar values as optical gaps (2.3 eV to 2.5

363

eV) found via UV-Vis absorption, and the sign of the shift indicates that samples have an n-type

364

behavior. This implies that charge transport within the layer of amorphous particles may be

365

superior in respect to the films of crystalline nanoparticles [43].

366

3.3 Energy level diagram
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Based on our discussion in section 3.2, we can expect XPS and APS to be somewhat less

368

accurate for the determination of the VBM. The former because of a lower counts and
resolution
DOI: 10.1039/C9FD00103D

369

at lower energies which tend to overestimate the difference between VBM and Fermi level, given

370

the inability to resolve weaker signals. The latter is susceptible to environmental conditions and

371

adsorbates at a higher degree than the other techniques. For the same reason, Fermi level through

372

Kelvin Probe may be equally dependent on the calibration value, which is obtained by the APS

373

method and may be affected by ambient temperature, humidity and by adsorbates on the particle’s

374

surface.

View Article Online

375

We believe in conclusion that UPS values are more reliable both for the determination of

376

absolute Fermi level and for the VBM, under the only assumption of negligible light-induced

377

surface dipole. Using energy bandgap values from UV-Vis spectroscopy and UPS values, we

378

have produced the energy band diagram of our single-phase samples (Figure 5c).

379

The result is that, while valence band maxima and bandgap do not vary significantly with the

380

crystalline state of our nanoparticles, the value of Fermi level tend to get closer to the conduction

381

band edge with increased amounts of amorphous particles giving a stronger n-type character to

382

the films. The UV-Vis longer wavelength (sub-gap) absorption and the photovoltage response of

383

amorphous samples do support this picture.

384

4. Application as active layers in PV cells

385

In this section we finally provide some details on the integration of Si QDs in photovoltaic (PV)

386

devices. This is mainly to show that a better knowledge of the EBD parameters can benefit the

387

application development and also in part to demonstrate the capability of the APP process for

388

direct integration of QDs in experimental devices. We have evaluated the performance of all-

389

inorganic PV cells using the crystalline Si QDs synthesized with our method (50 ppm). The

390

particles are directly deposited as a homogeneous film with the help of a two-axis stage placed 1

391

cm below the exit orifice of the capillary. Two device architectures were explored, both having

392

Si QDs as the active component for the photogeneration of electron-hole pairs (see also

393

Supporting Information).

394

One of the device architectures is illustrated in figure 6a, the other in supporting information

395

S10. We used indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) strip-coated glass (VisionTek Systems Ltd., 15 Ω/sq,

396

150 nm ITO thickness) as our substrate and transparent conductive contact. A TiO2 layer (40 nm

397

thick) is formed using a sol-gel method and spin-coating following the protocol previously

398

described [44] on top of the transparent conductive substrate. The TiO2 coated ITO-glass is then

399

used as a substrate to directly deposit the Si QDs (3 µm thick film) exiting from the plasma reactor,

400

using an X-Y stage to ameliorate the uniformity of the deposited layer. Spray-deposited Cu2O is

401

then used as an electron blocking layer and a sputter-deposited gold film is used as a top contact.
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402

The non-equilibrated band diagram of the cell is shown in figure 6. We should note that the

403

selection of the Cu2O transport layer was informed from our EBD measurements.
The
DOI: 10.1039/C9FD00103D

404

performance of the device was assessed with a solar simulator (Sub Femtoamp Keithley 6430) at

405

standard AM1.5 irradiation. Open-circuit voltage and fill factor of 0.785 V and 87% were

406

obtained, respectively. These are remarkable figures of merit that we can partly ascribe to

407

exceptional good energy level alignment of the Si QDs with the selected transport layer and

408

contacts; however, the current density is very poor and is affecting the overall performance.

409

Additionally, the measured value of series resistance is also indicative of relatively efficient

410

electron transport in the cell (table S10 in supporting information). Our current set-up could not

411

deliver thinner Si QDs films as normally employed in this type of devices; a reduction of the

412

thickness can contribute to some improvements in the current density and overall device

413

performance.

View Article Online

414
415

416
417
418

Figure 6. Non-equilibrated band diagram for the PV device based on Si QDs as active layers,
Cu2O QDs as electron blocking layer, a TiO2 film hole blocking layer and corresponding contacts.
Inset, diagram of the layer structure of the relative device.

419
420

While the overall performance remains very low, the device parameters are very encouraging

421

and demonstrate the usefulness of a careful EBD parameters analysis. The utilization of both

422

amorphous and crystalline Si QDs for PVs remains debatable and recent trends show that further

423

manipulation through surface modification, alloying or other methodologies will be required

424

[45,46]. In this context, the feasibility and integration of APP processes in the fabrication of next

425

generation devices is very promising and can result advantageous.
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428
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5. Conclusions

430

We have demonstrated that Si QDs with tunable crystallinity can be grown in APPs. The study

431

of a variety of experimental conditions has enabled us to produce Si QDs exhibiting crystalline

432

or amorphous characteristics. The crystalline or amorphous character of the Si QDs was

433

explained by the efficient heating of the particles in non-thermal APPs. The analysis of the energy

434

balance on the surface of the particles shows that the plasma parameters can be tuned to control

435

the temperature of the particles when immersed in the plasma and hence, their crystallinity. We

436

built an electron energy diagram of the valence electrons regions for two selected samples, one

437

with completely crystalline nanoparticles and one with completely amorphous nanoparticles and,

438

after a critical assessment of measurements from different instruments, found that films formed

439

from these free-standing particles tend to develop an n-type character for charge carrier in

440

amorphous nanoparticles, despite similar values of valence band edges and optical bandgaps. We

441

also showed the potential of APP processes for the fabrication of all-inorganic PV cells. Our

442

analysis also highlights the need for improving analytical techniques and methodologies so that

443

could be used more extensively to dictate application-focused research directions.
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